The Architecture Research Guide is the best place to begin your research, where you will not only find links to the library catalog, but also to the most important resources for your research.

On the Databases & Journals tab, you will find the major citation indexes and journal archives for architecture:

**Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals:** A journal citation index to all architectural subjects dating back to the 1880s; each citation record includes the “documentation feature” which lists the types of images included in the article: photographs, floor plans, elevations, maps, etc.

**Art Source:** A journal index with some embedded full-text architecture articles dating back to the 1980s.

**JSTOR:** A full-text archive of scholarly journals with ability to search a full run of the journals included

**Arts & Humanities Full-Text:** A citation index with some full-text in html or pdf format

**Project Muse:** A collection of full-text journals by publishers on the arts, humanities, and social sciences

**Hathi Trust:** A major digital collection of millions of titles from libraries around the world

**WorldCat:** A database of 179 million records of books, journals, documents, music, film, dvds, sound recordings, maps at libraries around the world. This is a great resource for identifying materials on a subject and then requesting them through Interlibrary Loan. (LLIAD)

**Online Resources**

The “Standards & Practice” tab links to additional online resources that are available to you.


**BuildingGreen:** Designed for building-industry professionals to improve environment performance of buildings.
MaterialConnexion: Platform for material solutions and innovations, advisor for Fortune 500’s smaller companies and government agencies

Texas Digital Sanborn Maps: Large-scale maps of Texas cities and towns from the 1880s to the 1950s

Image Collections

ARTstor - A collection of 1.6 million images predominantly on art and architecture that may be downloaded for presentations. After registering on campus, access is available for three months at any location

Local Image Collections:
- Architecture Illustrations - plans, sections, elevations, perspectives and axonometric views of architecture from antiquity to the present
- Archivision Architecture Images - 60,000 images representing Ancient to Modern architecture, art and related subjects, including extensive documentation of each site
- Scholars Resource Art & Architecture Images - 80,000 images encompassing the art, architecture and culture of Western and Eastern civilizations
- Lahib Jaddo Vernacular Architecture of the Middle East - images of the Kirkuk Citadel in Iraq, taken by College of Architecture professor Lahib Jaddo
- Javier Gomez Collection - 3,000 images of architecture, focusing on Spain and Mexico
- Raimund McClain European Architecture Collection - 500 images of notable 20th century architecture in Europe, photographed by former CoA faculty member Raimund McClain

Archives

- National Trust of Historic Preservation - http://www.preservationnation.org/
- Texas Digital Library - https://www.tdl.org

Journal Databases: Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals

Avery is the most comprehensive citation index for locating journal articles on architecture. The databases indexes journals published back to the 1880s, and covers architectural design and history, interior design, historic preservation, urban/city planning, and landscape architecture. Note that you can limit your search by language, publication date, and document type or feature.
The results of this search identifies 127 journal articles on the subject of Palladio and Venice:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of article</th>
<th>Author of article</th>
<th>Publication (Journal) title</th>
<th>Vol.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Venice between East and West: Marc'Antonio Barbaro and Palladio's Church of the Redentore</td>
<td>Howard, Deborah</td>
<td>Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Sep 2003)</td>
<td>[306]-325.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Avery Document Feature: With the document feature, Avery offers the contents at a glance listing the types of images included in the article. This article includes photographs, elevations, sections, and plans.

Locating the Articles:

Once you have your journal citation, click on the SFX button (or Get it!) button to check whether the TTU Libraries offers access to the journal article online.

**Journal Database: Art Source**

Art Sources is a database with embedded articles, which are attached to the citation as a PDF or html document. The Get it button in Art Source functions the same as the SFX button functions in Avery.
Journals available through TTU Libraries: The Architecture Research Guide has a link to the list of architecture related journals on the "Database & Journals" tab (guides.library.ttu.edu/arch).

Document Delivery/Interlibrary Loan

If you cannot access the article online, go to the ILLIAD link on the TTU libraries homepage to request the article. Register the first time by clicking on the Sign In ILLIAD button.

Choose the Journal/Article option and fill out the form with as much information as possible, including the database source and record number. See the Document Delivery/Interlibrary Loan instruction handout for more information.